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Multi-petawatt laser systems available now and in near future will be capable of producing

pulses with a duration of several tens of femtoseconds which, when focused to a spot on the

order of ∼ 1µm, generate electromagnetic fields with intensities reaching I ∼ 1022 Wcm−2 and

above. Such pulses can be used to generate laboratory γ rays by various processes involving fast

electrons which are generated during the interaction of an intense laser pulse with a solid target.

Main sources of energetic photons emitted by fast electrons in these high intensity interactions

are Bremsstrahlung and non-linear inverse Compton scattering.

These two processes are investigated in the regime of I ∼ 1021−1023 Wcm−2 using Particle-

in-Cell (PIC) simulations which include radiation reaction effects and photon generation, and

our implementation of Bremsstrahlung photons production. Several approaches of calculating

the Bremsstrahlung radiation in PIC based on different cross section approximations for the

case of unscreened nuclei present in the laser generated plasma are evaluated and compared to

the results of Monte Carlo (MC) calculations form the PENELOPE code for the case of fully

screened nuclei neglecting ion dynamics.

The enhanced PIC code is then used to investigate the contribution of the two competing

γ ray production mechanisms. The investigation focuses on the influence of target thickness,

pre-plasma conditions, and surface structure on the angular and energy distribution of photons

with energies E > 1MeV, and attempts to distinguish signatures of γ photons generated by

respective processes. Three distinct interaction regimes are identified – ultra-thin d ≤ 500nm

foil, flat surface d ≥ 1µm foil, and foil with a micro-structure or pre-plasma at the front surface.

It is observed that the presence of a micro-structure or pre-plasma at the front side of the target

may lead to a significant increase in the amount of emitted γ photons, and that their angular

distribution ranges from one with some prominent directions to an almost isotropic one for long

pre-plasma profiles combined with higher driving pulse intensities.
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